HFW HALF CASE
JUNE 2020 ROSE
WESZELI ‘EDEN’ 2019, LANGENLOIS, AUSTRIA $19.99 One of our favorites from last summer is
BACK! This warm season will be filled with pink wine so let’s start with one of the best we have tried. A
blend of Zweigelt and Cabernet Franc, this bottle from Austria is a stunner. Weingut Weszeli can be
found in the charming city of Langenlois, a region with a long-standing reputation for wine. This wine
maker has some excellent Gruners and Rieslings (yes Rieslings…trust us!) and this Rose does not
disappoint. Our only problem with this wine soon it will be gone! There is a limited production for this
wine and we have secured most of the inventory.
COOPER MOUNTAIN 2019, WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON $21.99 Oregon has been producing
some phenomenal Pinots for years, so it is no surprise their Roses will have all the charm and technique
expected from this Burgundian darling. It should be noted this winery is biodynamic in practice and
organic in their farming, leading the way with this revolutionary approach to wine making. This season’s
Rose from Cooper Mountain is dependable, food friendly (pair with grilled salmon and vegetable
kabobs), and beautifully colored. HFW is THE only place to find this summer stunner!
MONT MARCAL ROSADO BRUT NV, CAVA D.O., SPAIN $17.99 Everyone loves bubbles! Whether
over a bountiful brunch or sipping solo on your porch, bubbles are always welcome- especially pink ones!
This popular Spanish offering is soft fruited and delicate. Cantaloupe and stone-fruit aromas of this
Trepat-based Cava are clean- ideal to tackle the many flavors of brunch. Pair with a juicy cheese burger or
creamy eggs Benedict- trust me- this wine can handle all of it. The bubbles add that special something to
this wine, elevating it to something worthy of opening a second bottle!
AERENA ‘CROWN IN SHADOW’ 2019, SAN FRANCISCO BAY AVA, CALIFORNIA $14.99 At
ÆRENA Wines, they see wine as a work of art. From farmers, winemakers and label artists to the artist
within each of us, ÆRENA Wines celebrates everyday heroes who are mastering their craft. Featuring
distinctive bottlings from both well-known and emerging appellations, the Vineyard Oakley is a suburban
town nestled where the San Francisco Bay meets the Sacramento River Delta. A terroir in transition,
featuring ancient vines alongside modern housing developments. Because of the strong delta winds, the
warm summer days cool off dramatically at night, allowing for more evenly ripened fruit. The only rosé
from the San Francisco Bay AVA, Crown in Shadow is remarkably crafted from 135-year-old vines.
DOMAINE DE MAUBET 2018, COTES DE GASCOGNE, FRANCE $12.99 Crisp & fresh rose from the
southwest of France. This wine has a red berry & tropical fruit character & refreshing acidity. It's a very
food-friendly wine but it also drinks nicely on its own on a hot summer's night! An interesting blend of
Cabernet Sauvignon, Tannat, and Merlot, Maubet will seduce the most discerning red wine drinker with
its body and structure. The ideal transitional wine, Maubet needs to be in your glass and in your
refrigerator this summer!

LA CHAUSSYNETTE 2019, COTES DE RHONE, FRANCE $16.99 The only French rose to be
feautured in June’s selections, this blend from Rhone is fantastic. The Chaussynette offers up
refreshing notes of strawberry, cherry blossom and peach while keeping a good level of acidity
through the finish and just enough weight to go from aperitif all the way through your summer meals
out by the grill!

